INTRODUCTION
Proteins are the 'workhorse' molecules of life that participate in essentially every cellular process. The structure and function information of proteins thus provide important guidance for understanding the principles of life and developing new therapies to regulate life processes. Although many structural biology studies have been devoted to revealing protein structure and function, the experimental procedures are usually slow and expensive. While computational methods have the potential to create quick and large-scale structure and function models, accuracy and reliability are often a concern. Significant progress has been witnessed in the past two decades in computer-based structure predictions as measured by the community-wide blind CASP experiments (Moult, 2005; Kryshtafovych et al., 2014) . One noticeable advance, for instance, is that automated computer servers can now generate models with accuracy comparable to the best human-expert modeling that combines a variety of manual inspections and structural and functional analyses (Battey et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2014) . The I-TASSER protocol, built based on iterative fragment assembly simulations (Roy et al., 2010; , represents one of the most successful methods demonstrated in CASP for automated protein structure and function predictions. The details of the I-TASSER protocol have been described in several other publications Zhang, 2007; Roy et al., 2010; . A brief outline of the I-TASSER protocol is shown in Figure 5 .8.1, which depicts three steps: structural template identification, iterative structure assembly, and structure-based function annotation. Starting from the amino acid sequence, I-TASSER first identifies homologous structure templates (or super-secondary structural segments if homologous templates are not available) from the PDB library (see UNIT 1.9; Dutta et al., 2007) using LOMETS , a meta-threading algorithm that consists of multiple individual threading programs. The topology of the full-length models is then constructed by reassembling the continuously aligned fragment structures excised from the LOMETS templates and super-secondary structure segments, whereby the structures of the unaligned regions are created from scratch by ab initio folding based on replica-exchange Monte Carlo simulations (Zhang et al., 2003) . The lowest-free-energy conformations are identified by SPICKER (Zhang and Skolnick, 2004b) through the clustering of the Monte Carlo simulation trajectories. Starting from the SPICKER clusters, a second round of structure reassembly is performed to refine the structural models, with the low free-energy conformations refined by full-atomic simulations using FG-MD and ModRefiner .
To derive the biological function of the target proteins, the I-TASSER models are matched with the proteins in the BioLiP library (Yang et al., 2013a) , which is a semi-manually curated protein function database. Functional insights, including ligand binding, enzyme commission, and gene ontology, are inferred from the BioLiP templates that are ranked based on a composite scoring function combining global and local structural similarity, chemical feature conservation, and sequence profile alignments Yang et al., 2013b) .
In this unit, we describe, through illustrative examples, how to use the I-TASSER protocol, how to interpret the structure and function prediction results, and how to further improve the I-TASSER modeling quality for difficult protein targets (in particular for the distant-homology and multi-domain proteins). The focus of this unit is on the online service system, where the standalone I-TASSER Suite is also freely available to the academic institutions through http: //zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/I-TASSER/download/. the job is completed. The steps for submitting a sequence to the I-TASSER server are described below.
Necessary Resources Hardware
A personal computer with Internet access Software A Web browser. To facilitate the management of modeling data and resource assignment, users are required to register their institutional e-mail address at http://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/I-TASSER/registration.html. After the registration, a password is sent to the user, which allows the user to submit and manage his/her jobs.
Files
The minimum input to the server is the amino acid sequence of a protein in FASTA format (see APPENDIX 1B; Mills, 2014) . The example file used in this protocol can be downloaded at http://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/I-TASSER/example.fasta. Users can also provide additional insights regarding the target, including experimental restraints, specific template alignment, and secondary structure information, to assist the I-TASSER modeling.
1. Open a Web browser and go to the URL http://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/ I-TASSER/, which is the submission page of I-TASSER. Figure 5 .8.2 illustrates the submission form of I-TASSER with an example sequence.
2. Copy and paste the amino acid sequence into the input box. Alternatively, the user can save the sequence in a file for upload by clicking on the Browse button.
3. Provide the registered e-mail address at which to receive the result, and its associated password.
4. If the user has prior knowledge or experimental information about the protein, e.g., contact/distance restraints, template information, or secondary structure restraints, he/she can provide this information by clicking on 'Option I' or 'Option III' on the Web page. In addition, for some special purposes (e.g., benchmark), the user may use 'Option II' to exclude some templates from the I-TASSER library. The file format for each option is described in detail in the corresponding sections of the submission page.
This step is optional.
5. Provide a name for the protein, which will be used as the subject line in the e-mail notification. By default, the name is set as your_protein if the user chooses to skip this step.
6. Choose whether to make the results private or public. By default, the modeling results of a job are made publicly available on the Queue page. If the user chooses to make the job private, a key, assigned to this job, will be needed to access the results of the job. The user can uncheck the box to change the job's status.
7. Click on the Run I-TASSER button to submit the job. Upon submission, a job ID and a URL will be assigned to the user for tracking the modeling status.
8. Receive the modeling results by e-mail. For a protein with ß400 residues, it takes 10 to 24 hr to receive the complete set of modeling results after submission. 
GUIDELINES FOR UNDERSTANDING I-TASSER RESULTS
Once a job is completed, the user is notified by an e-mail message that contains the images of the predicted structures and a URL link where the complete result is deposited. Below we explain and discuss the modeling results of the I-TASSER server using the example of the protein sequence submitted in Figure 5 .8.2. The anticipated output is summarized on a Web page, the items of which are discussed in the following sections in the order of their appearance on the Web page.
tar File A tar file, containing the complete set of modeling results, can be downloaded from the link at the top of the page. Users are encouraged to download this file to store it permanently on their local computer, because jobs stored on the server for over 3 months will be deleted to save space. In addition, the files for the predicted structures and ligandbinding sites in PDB format are available after unzipping the tar file. The users can view the structures of these files with any professional molecular visualization software (e.g., PyMOL and RasMol; see UNIT 5.4; Goodsell, 2005) and draw customized figures for various purposes. The submitted sequence and predicted secondary structure and solvent accessibility. The sequence submitted, consisting of 122 residues, is listed at the top of the figure. The predicted secondary structure shown at the middle suggests that this protein is an alpha-beta protein, which contains three alpha-helices (in red) and four beta-strands (in blue). "H," "S," and "C" indicate helix, strand, and coil, respectively. The predicted solvent accessibility at the bottom is presented in 10 levels, from buried (0) to highly exposed (9). On the other hand, the predicted normalized B-factors for the alpha and beta regions are negative or close to zero, suggesting these regions are structurally more stable.
Predicted Secondary Structure
See Figure 5 .8.3. The secondary structure is predicted based on sequence information from the PSSpred algorithm , which works by combing seven neural network predictors from different parameters and PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) profile data.
Predicted Solvent Accessibility
See Figure 5 .8.3. The solvent accessibility is predicted by the SOLVE program (Y. Zhang, unpublished) . The top 10 threading templates used by I-TASSER. The Z-score, which has been widely used for estimating the significance and the quality of template alignments, equals the difference between the raw alignment score and the mean in units of standard deviation. However, since LOMETS contains templates from multiple threading programs where the Z-scores are not comparable between different programs, I-TASSER uses a normalized Z-score (highlighted by the orange box) to specify the quality of the template, which is defined as the Z-score divided by the program-specific Z-score cutoffs. Thus, a normalized Z-score >1 indicates an alignment with high confidence.
In this example, because there are multiple templates with the normalized Z-score above 1, the target is categorized by I-TASSER as an 'Easy' target. The multiple alignments between the query and the templates are marked by the blue box, where the residue numbers of each template are available by clicking on the corresponding 'Download' link. It can be seen from the multiple sequence alignment that, except for a few residues at the N-and C-terminals of the query (i.e., aligned to gaps '-'), other residues are well aligned with templates. This usually indicates that there is a high level of conservation between the target and templates.
Z-score-based transformation. The normalized B-factor is predicted by ResQ using a combination of template-based assignment and machine-learning-based prediction that employs sequence profile and predicted structural features (Yang et al., submitted) .
The Top 10 Threading Templates and Alignments
See Figure 5 .8.5. I-TASSER modeling starts from the structure templates identified by LOMETS from the PDB library. LOMETS is a meta-server threading approach containing multiple threading programs, where each threading program can generate tens of thousands of template alignments. I-TASSER only uses the templates of the highest significance in the threading alignments, the significance of which are measured by the Z-score, i.e., the difference between the raw and average scores in the unit of standard deviation. The templates in this section are the 10 best templates selected from the LOMETS threading programs. Although I-TASSER uses restraints from multiple templates, these 10 templates are the most relevant ones because they are given a higher weight in restraint collection and are used as the starting models in the low-temperature replicas in replica-exchange Monte Carlo simulations.
The Top-Ranked Structure Models with Global and Local Accuracy Estimations
See Figure 5 .8.6. Up to five full-length structural models ( Fig. 5 .8.6A), together with the estimated global and local accuracy, are returned. The confidence of each structure model is estimated by the confidence score (C-score), that is defined by Equation 1:
where M/M tot is the number of structure decoys in the SPICKER cluster divided by the total number of decoys generated during the I-TASSER simulations. RMSD is the average RMSD of the decoys to the cluster centroid. Z i /Z cut,i is the normalized Z-score The top five models. In this example, five models are generated and visualized in rainbow cartoon on the results page by JSmol, where blue to red runs from the N-to the C-terminals. Since the C-score is high (=0.56), the first model is expected to have good quality, with an estimated TM-score = 0.79 and RMSD = 3.3Å relative to the native (highlighted in the blue box). The residue-specific accuracy estimation (inÅ) for each model can be viewed by clicking on the link of the 'Local structure accuracy profile of the top five models' as highlighted in the orange box. (B) The local accuracy estimation for the first model. This example shows that the majority of residues in the model are modeled accurately, with estimated distance to native below 2Å. However, the N-and C-terminal residues in the model are estimated with bigger distance, which is probably due to the poor alignments with templates for these residues, as shown in Figure 5 .8.5.
of the best template gene, rated by the ith LOMETS threading program. Our large-scale benchmark tests showed that the C-score defined in Equation 1 is highly correlated with the quality of the predicted models (with a Pearson correlation coefficient >0.9 to the TM-score relative to the native) (Zhang, 2008) . The C-score is normally in [-5, 2] and a model of C-score >-1.5 usually has a correct fold, with TM-score >0.5. Here, TM-score is a sequence length-independent metric for measuring structure similarity with a value in the range [0, 1]. A TM score >0.5 generally corresponds to similar structures in the same SCOP/CATH fold family (Xu and Zhang, 2010) .
In the case where the modeling simulations converge, there may be less than five models reported, which is usually an indication that the models have a relatively high confidence, because the I-TASSER simulations have a higher level of convergence.
In addition to the confidence score of the global structure model, I-TASSER also provides the local error estimation for each residue that is predicted by ResQ ( Fig. 5.8.6B) . The large-scale benchmark data shows that the average difference between estimated and observed distance errors of the structure models is 1.4 Åfor the proteins with a C-score >-1.5 (Yang et al., submitted) .
Modeling
Structure from Sequence 5.8.7 . The structural similarity between the target model and the 10 closest proteins are ranked by TM-scores, which are highlighted in the orange box. The coordinate file of the superimposed structures can be downloaded through the Download link for local visualization. In this example, there are multiple analogous structures from the PDB that have a high TM-score (>0.9), including 4co7A, 3m95A, and 3dowA. However, it is also possible that no similar structures can be found in the PDB; this usually indicates that the target protein is a new-fold protein or the fold by I-TASSER prediction is not correct. (Brylinski and Skolnick, 2008) , and ConCavity (Capra et al., 2009 ). The predicted binding ligand is highlighted in yellow-green spheres, with the corresponding binding residues shown as blue ball-and-stick illustrations in the picture of the 3-D model. In this example, the first functional template (PDB ID: 3dowA) has a high confidence score (C-score = 0.98) that it binds with a peptide ligand. Except for the predicted peptide, the protein can also bind to other ligands, which are available in a PDB file at the 'Mult' link. The ligands separated by 'TER' are put in the end of this file.
The Top 10 PDB Proteins with Similar Structures to the Target
See Figure 5 .8.7. The first I-TASSER model is searched against the PDB library by TM-align (Zhang and Skolnick, 2005) to identify the analogs that are structurally similar to the query protein. Figure 5 .8.7 shows the searching results of the example protein.
Note that the proteins listed in Figure 5 .8.5 and here can be different because they are detected by different methods; the former was detected by a sequence-based threading search while the latter was detected by structural alignment.
Protein Structure and Function Prediction Using
I-TASSER 5.8.8 The GO term predictions are presented in two parts. The first part lists the top 10 template proteins ranked by Cscore GO . The most frequently occurring GO terms in each of the three functional aspects (molecular function, biological process, and cellular component) are reconciled, with the consensus GO terms presented in the second part along with the confidence score for each predicted GO term (i.e., the 'GO-Score' in the table). In this example, the predicted top GO terms for the molecular function, biological process, and cellular component are beta-tubulin binding (GO:0048487), autophagosome assembly (GO:0000045), and autophagosome membrane (GO:0000421), respectively.
Ligand-Binding Site Prediction
See Figure 5 .8.8. The first I-TASSER model is submitted to the COACH algorithm (Yang et al., 2013b) , which generates ligand binding-site predictions by matching the target models with proteins in the BioLiP database (Yang et al., 2013a) . The functional templates are detected and ranked by COACH using a composite scoring function based Modeling Structure from Sequence 5.8.9
on sequence and structure profile alignments. Figure 5.8.8 shows the structure of the functional template (left panel) and the predicted ligand binding sites (right panel). By clicking on the radio buttons, users can view ligand-binding sites from different functional templates.
Enzyme Commission (EC) Number and Gene Ontology (GO) Term Prediction
Both EC and GO (UNIT 7.2; Blake and Harris, 2008) predictions are generated by CO-FACTOR , by global and local structural comparisons of the I-TASSER models with known proteins in the BioLiP function library. In Figure 5.8.9 , the left panel shows the structure of the I-TASSER model and active sites, while the right panel shows the EC numbers and PDB IDs of the functional templates. Again, by clicking on the radio buttons, users can view results from different function templates. Figure 5 .8.10 shows results of GO predictions for the illustrative protein example. The upper panel shows the GO terms from the top 10 functional templates as ranked by the functional score (Cscore GO ). The lower panel is the consensus of the GO terms from the top templates in the categories of molecular function, biological process, and cellular component.
COMMENTARY

Background Information
Since the first establishment of the I-TASSER server in 2008 (Zhang, 2008 ), the server system has generated full-length structure models and function prediction for more than 200,000 proteins submitted by over 50,000 users from 118 countries. I-TASSERbased algorithms were extensively tested in both benchmark studies Zhang et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2013b) and blind tests (Zhang, 2007; Zhang, 2009; Zhang, 2014) . For the blind tests, I-TASSER participated in the community-wide CASP and CAMEO (Haas et al., 2013) experiments for protein structure and function predictions. The I-TASSER protocol (with the group name "Zhang-Server") was ranked as the top server for automated protein structure prediction in the 7th to 11th CASP competitions (Zhang, 2007; Zhang, 2009; Zhang, 2014) . In CASP9, COFACTOR achieved a Matthews correlation coefficient of 0.69 for the ligand-binding site predictions of 31 targets, which was significantly higher than all other participating methods (Schmidt et al., 2011) . In CAMEO (Haas et al., 2013) , COACH generated ligand-binding site predictions for 5,531 targets (between December 7, 2012 and May 22, 2015) with an average AUC score of 0.85, which was more than 20% higher than the second best method in the experiment. These data suggest that the I-TASSER server represents one of the most robust algorithms for automated protein structure and function prediction.
Critical Parameters
Dealing with multi-domain proteins I-TASSER has been designed (i.e., with the force field potential optimized) for modeling single-domain globular proteins. For proteins containing multiple domains, the predicted model may not be accurate, especially when homologous multi-domain templates do not exist in the template library. In this case, it is better to parse the protein sequence into individual domains and model their structures separately, which can sometime dramatically improve the model (e.g., C-score increases from <−1.5 to >0).
Users can use the ThreaDom server (Xue et al., 2013) to predict the domain boundary of the query sequence. If the server fails to predict domain boundaries, users can manually split the sequences based on inspection on the threading alignments. One principle of manual domain parsing is that if the residues of a long continuous region in the query are mostly aligned to gaps, the boundaries of such regions may be considered as candidates for domain boundaries. Another factor to consider is the domain structure of the template proteins that can be viewed by opening the PDB file of the templates using molecular visualization software. Figure 5 .8.11 provides three typical cases of threading alignments from multiple , while the residues in the middle region are aligned to gaps (probably from another domain that is missed from the template). The sequence is parsed into three domains as shown by the two scissors. (B) The C-terminal domain is well aligned with multiple templates, while the residues in the N-terminal domain are aligned to gaps. The sequence is parsed into two putative domains, as shown by the scissor. (C) Only the residues in the middle region are well aligned with multiple templates. The sequence is parsed into three domains, as shown by the two scissors.
domain proteins that most frequently occur in I-TASSER jobs. More complicated alignments may happen for big proteins (e.g., >1,000 residues), but a similar strategy can be used to parse the sequences into multiple domains.
Dealing with proteins with long intrinsically disordered regions
In the current setting of I-TASSER, a query sequence is regarded as a structured protein by default. For proteins that include long intrinsically disordered regions, I-TASSER also attempts to build structure for these regions. However, these regions may degrade the quality of the overall models because of the additional cost of simulation time and the intervention with the structural clustering process. Therefore, it is suggested that users remove such residues from the query sequence before submitting the sequence. The disordered residues can be easily predicted with disorder predictors (Habchi et al., 2014) .
Additional restraints
If users know of information about the structure of the modeled proteins, the infor-mation can be conveniently uploaded to the I-TASSER server. The I-TASSER server accepts three types of user-specified restraints: (1) inter-residue contact and distance restraints;
(2) template structures and template-target alignments; (3) secondary structure assignments. The information can often significantly improve the quality of final structural and function predictions.
Troubleshooting
What can I do if the C-score of my model is low?
As a template-based structure and function prediction protocol, the quality of the models predicted by I-TASSER relies on the availability of template proteins in the PDB and the accuracy of threading alignments as generated by LOMETS . Therefore, a prediction with a low C-score value usually indicates the lack of good templates in the protein structure library.
Several approaches can be used to improve the model quality in this situation.
Modeling
Structure from Sequence
1. Split multi-domain proteins and submit the individual domain sequences separately to I-TASSER. Since there are many more singledomain structures than complex structures in the PDB, domain parsing can improve the quality of template identification and therefore the quality of the final models (see Critical Parameters).
2. Remove intrinsically disordered regions to improve the sampling of structured regions (see Critical Parameters).
3. Submit non-homologous domain sequences to an ab initio folding service (e.g., QUARK; Xu and Zhang, 2012 ) that has been optimized for modeling protein structures from scratch. 4. Provide additional information from experimental or functional studies about the target protein. This information can be used by I-TASSER as restraints to guide the modeling simulations (see Advanced Parameters).
Why some lower-rank models have higher C-score?
We have found that the cluster size is more robust than the C-score for ranking the predicted models. The final I-TASSER models are therefore ranked based on cluster size rather than C-score in the output. Nevertheless, the C-score has a strong correlation with the quality of the final models, which has been used to quantitatively estimate the RMSD and TMscore of the final models relative to the native structure. Unfortunately, such strong correlation only occurs for the first predicted model from the largest cluster. Thus, the C-scores of the lower-ranked models (i.e., models 2 to 5) are listed only for reference, and a comparison among them is not advised. In other words, even though the lower-ranked models may have higher C-scores than the first models in some cases, the first model is on average the most reliable and should be considered unless there are special reasons (e.g., from biological knowledge or experimental data) for not doing so.
Why is the number of generated models less than five?
The I-TASSER server normally outputs five top structure models. There are some cases in which the number of final models is less than five. This is often because the top template alignments identified by LOMETS are very similar to each other, and the I-TASSER simulations converge. Therefore, the number of structure clusters is less than five (see Guidelines for Understanding Results). In these cases, the C-score is usually high, which indicates a high-quality structure prediction.
Can I submit a ligand together with the sequence?
As the current I-TASSER simulation does not take ligand information into account, ligand input is not allowed. However, if the user knows where the ligand binds to the target protein, he/she may submit the target sequence with distance/contact restraints because the residues binding to the ligand are usually close in space (see Advanced Parameters).
What is the best way for reporting my problem with I-TASSER?
To facilitate communication among users and/or between the user community and the I-TASSER team, a discussion board system has been established at http://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/bbs. It is suggested that users first search through this message board to find answers from former discussions. They can also post new questions at the board, where some members will study and answer the questions as soon as possible.
Since the open discussions can benefit more of our users, we encourage users to post their questions on the message board rather than contact individual team members via e-mail.
Advanced Parameters
When there is some experimental information about a target protein, such as crosslinking data, mutagenesis data, secondary structure information, and templates, users can provide these restraints information to guide I-TASSER simulation to improve the model quality using Options I and III at the homepage of I-TASSER server. Instructions and examples for preparing restraints files for are available at the submission page of the I-TASSER server (see also Critical Parameters).
Suggestions for Further Analysis
I-TASSER is a comprehensive pipeline designed for template-based protein structure and function predictions. There are other structure and function modeling facilities developed in the authors' lab for specific modeling purposes. These include QUARK for ab initio protein structure modeling (Xu and Zhang, 2012) , LOMETS and MUSTER (Wu and Zhang, 2008) for threading template identification, and GPCR-I-TASSER for modeling of G protein-coupled receptors . For protein-protein complex structure modeling, users can first construct structure models for each monomer with Protein Structure and Function Prediction Using I-TASSER
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